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airberlin and Etihad Airways expand codeshare
Connecting flights to China and Japan with airberlin flight numbers available for booking
airberlin is expanding its codesharing activities with Etihad Airways, the national airline of the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), with five additional destinations in East Asia via Abu Dhabi.
The Chinese cities of Chengdu, Beijing and Shanghai are being added, in addition to the Tokyo and Nagoya in
Japan.
airberlin flies daily from Berlin and Düsseldorf to Etihad Airways’ Abu Dhabi hub, and in total, the two carriers
offer 42 non-stop return flights per week from four German hubs – Berlin, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and Munich – to
the UAE capital. The combined schedules already allow extensive onward connectivity to destinations across the
Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Australia.
Wolfgang Prock-Schauer, Chief Strategy and Network Planning Officer airberlin, said: "Since January this year,
airberlin and Etihad Airways have been successfully working together on the reciprocal marketing of our
respective partner route networks. The codeshare is proving to be extremely positive for both airline partners and
has now grown to include 87 routes worldwide.”
The addition of the new East Asia codeshare routes will see airberlin offer a daily return flight from Düsseldorf to
Shanghai, five weekly return flights to Tokyo (increasing to daily in April 2013), Nagoya and Beijing, and four
weekly return flights to Chengdu. Chengdu will also be connected to the German capital with four return flights
per week.
From February 2013, airberlin will also offer increased services to both Singapore and Brisbane, Australia, with
flights increasing from the current three per week to daily.
Members of both airlines’ frequent flyer programs - airberlin topbonus and Etihad Guest - can already collect or
redeem miles on all flights operated by airberlin and Etihad Airways.
The new codeshare connections to East Asia can now be booked online at airberlin.com, through the airline’s
Service Center around the clock on 030 / 3434 3434 (local rates apply) or through a travel agency.
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